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Hello, my name is Robert Abate and I will be your host for this session entitle: “Big
Data & Data Science” which will describe the contents of Chapter 14 of the DAMA
DMBoK 2nd edition is a brief form as this session is only one hour in duration. I
would ask that you hold your questions to the end so that we can expeditiously
move through the content and then allow for time for questions.
I am currently an expert consultant to executives on enterprise data management,
big data, advanced analytics and architectures and am excited to share my
knowledge with everyone attending this DAMA NY Chapter session.
I first started attending Enterprise Data World (DAMA International) conference in
2001 and first began speaking in 2003 on topics of Services Oriented/Based
Architectures and Data Management & Governance, so I am a “seasoned” data
professional and enjoy the conference discussions and sessions immensely.
I have been a past President of the NJ Chapter and worked closely with a number
of industry thought leaders like: John Zachman, Dr. Peter Aiken, Martha Dember,
John Ladley, April Reeve, Dr. Richard Hackathorn, Pat Cupoli, Tony Shaw and his
team, and many others – way to many to name them all. I feel honored to be
speaking to you today and look forward to a spirited dialog.
I can be met with personally using my cell phone: (770) 776-8744.
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Agenda
•

Overview Of Big Data & Data Science

•

Essential Process Goals & Concepts

•

Big Data & Data Science Activities Revealed

•

Big Data Toolsets & Techniques

•

Implementation Best Practices, Guidelines & Case Studies

•

Big Data Governance

•

Open Discussion: What Does the Future Hold in Store?
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Here is the overall outline of what we will be speaking about as it will address the
key components of the chapter.

Since the early 2000s, the terms Big Data and Data Science have, unfortunately,
been bandied about as buzz words. The concepts and their implications are
misunderstood – or, at least, there is limited consensus on their meaning.
Even the meaning of “Big” is relative. That said, both Big Data and Data
Science are connected to significant technological changes that have allowed
people to generate, store, and analyze larger and larger amounts of data and
to use that data to predict and influence behavior, as well as to gain insight
on a range of important subjects, such as health care practices, natural
resource management, and economic development.
Data Science has existed for a long time. It used to be called statistics. But the
capability to explore data patterns has quickly evolved in the twenty-first
century with the advent of Big Data and the technologies that support it.
Traditional Business Intelligence provides “rear-view mirror” reporting –
analysis of structured data to describe past trends. In some cases, BI patterns
are used to predict future behavior, but not with high confidence. Until
recently, in-depth analysis of enormous data sets has been limited by
technology. Analyses have relied on sampling or other means of abstraction
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to approximate patterns. As the capacity to collect and analyze large data sets
has grown, Data Scientists have integrated methods from mathematics,
statistics, computer science, signal processing, probability modeling, pattern
recognition, machine learning, uncertainty modeling, and data visualization in
order to gain insight and predict behaviors based on Big Data sets. In short,
Data Science has found new ways to analyze and get value from data.
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Introduction To Big Data & Data Science
NOTE: Authors Opinion (not that of NY DAMA Chapter)…

Big Data & Data Science Can Be Likened To
Teenage Relationships
Everyone Talks About It,
Few Really Know How To Do It,
It’s Been The Source Of Many Rumors,
Everyone Thinks That Everyone Else Is Doing It,
So Everyone Claims They Are Doing It !
3
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Big data and data science have been the talk for years but few really have run the
course many times to understand that you must fail fast – not really different from
teenage relationships 
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Big Data & Data Science vs. BI/DW

4
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Big Data & Data Science are opposing BI & DW.
I say that because in BI & DW we have dimensions of information that we are
looking through for trends over time – the past obviously.
I use a rear view mirror as a pictorial representation of BI. Ever wonder why the
car’s windshield is huge and the rear view mirror is small? Driving a car, you need
to see in front of you and not behind you (unless you are backing up or changing
lanes).
This is the reason that Big Data & Data Warehousing is so critical to business today.
I will explain the reason the information triangle was flipped upside down and
what the industry considers “Smart Data”.
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Visualization Of Big Data
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Did you ever think about the terms we throw around as a visualization? Every time
I see this pictorial I am in awe… Today we process beaches from Maine to North
Carolina’s sand!
This should bring to mind what we are dealing with in terms of volumes of
information, but Big Data refers not only to the volume of data, but also to its

variety (structured and unstructured, documents, files, audio, video, and
streaming data, etc.), and the speed at which it is produced (velocity). People
who mine, develop predictive models from, and deploy this data in
operational intelligence activities are called Data Scientists.
To take advantage of Big Data, however, requires change in the way that data
is managed. Most data warehouses are based on relational models. Big Data
is not generally organized in a relational model. Most data warehousing
depends on the concept of ETL (extract, transform, load). Big Data solutions,
like Data Lakes, depend on the concept of ELT – loading and then
transforming. As importantly, the speed and volume of data present
challenges that require different approaches to data management.
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Overview Of Big Data & Data Science
•

Information is not data

•

Data Science is almost the
inverse of Business
Intelligence (B.I.)

•

Big Data Science has
completely different goals compared to Data
Warehousing & B.I.

•

Big Data architectures are
unlike DW & BI architectures

•

Examination of Big Data &
Data Science requires new
thinking
6
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Data, like the number “23” have no value.
It’s not until we associate metadata (or give basic context) do we make it
information (23 Chinese Restaurants).
It’s not knowledge until we understand the business (or question) context (23
Chinese Restaurants In The Area Of Atlanta, GA)
It’s not Insight until we know what the question being asked is (business context
and need for answer) do we really have insight into the need for the knowledge (23
Chinese Restaurants Within A 5 Mile Radius Of Roswell, Georgia That Are Zagat’s 5
Star Rated) – the business user wants to go out to eat and is looking for a good
place!
Business Intelligence is rear-view mirror answers – what happened last week in
sales, what products were sold, what were our performance metrics, … Hence, it
organizes information into a schema (star, snowflake) in order to drill-down or into
the information to derive knowledge and find insights (connecting the dots
between things).
Data Science, by converse, starts with a question, need or hypothesis and then tries
to find out answers (sometimes we find things we weren’t even looking for). It does
not need anything other than associative metadata and then figures out how to try
and link the different information sources together to see if it can find out
information about any relationships with the hypothesis – often times we learn and
change our thoughts and questions/hypothesis as the data starts to “expose”
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insights.
Big Data architectures are unlike DW or BI architectures in most cases as the data is
not designed or modelled for a specific requirement of the businesses past
performance, but moreover designed to connect the dots with other data sets and is
often stored for massively parallel processing.
We need to change our thinking when it comes to building out these solutions as
they have different best practices which we will examine in this presentation.
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Overview – Time Is Money & Lifecycle
•

•

•

•

Real-time decision
making is critical to
business success
Data in the enterprise
continues to grow
exponentially year over
year, making analysis
problematic
To turn structured and
unstructured data into
actionable intelligence,
your business needs an
effective, smart way to
harness Big Data.
Agile / SCRUM
development is essential
today in Big Data to
learn ‘quickly’
7
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Agile / SCRUM development is essential today in Big Data to learn ‘quickly’:
First to test if you are on the right path, and second to see if your problem
statement / hypothesis is even valid
Time is money as demonstrated by Dr. Richard Hackathorn’s “Time Value Curve”.
As the event happens, the information has it’s most value. The longer it takes to get
into the hands of your decision makers (decision latency), the less valuable it is.
Think if I told you sales last month but it took me two weeks to get it to you?
Data also has a lifecycle and as such we need to know when to dispose of it or the
sheer volumes will collapse our new enterprises – or we will spend way to much
money in storage costs 
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The Essential Process Goals
Goals Of The Process Include:
1. Discover relationships
between data and the
business
2. Support the iterative
integration of data source(s)
from the enterprise
3. Discover and analyze new
factors that might affect the
business
4. Publish data using
visualization techniques
(appropriate, trusted, efficient manner)
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The Data Science process follows the scientific method of refining knowledge
by making observations, formulating and testing hypotheses, observing
results, and formulating general theories that explain results. Within data
science, this process takes the form of observing data and creating and
evaluating models of behavior.
The goals are enumerated above and in the diagram we see the business
drivers as:
• Inputs
• Activities
• Deliverables
• Suppliers
• Participants
• Consumers
There are also technical drivers including: techniques, tools and metrics
associated with Big Data & Data Science.
We will examine briefly much of this in todays presentation.
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The Essential Process Concepts
1. Define Big Data Strategy &
Business Need(s)
2. Choose Data Source(s)
3. Acquire & Ingest Data
Source(s)
4. Develop Data Science
Hypothesis(es) & Methods
5. Integrate/Align Data For
Analysis
6. Explore Data Using Models
7. Deploy and Monitor
9
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Big Data & Data Science are essentially circular processes that
repeat as more information is absorbed and as new learnings are
found. This circle repeats itself and the data scientist and in turn
the business become more aware of answers the data is showing
them.
We can define these elements of the circle as:
1. Define Big Data Strategy & Business Need(s)
•

Define business requirements that identify desired outcomes with measurable
tangible benefits.

2. Choose Data Source(s)
•

Identify gaps in the current data asset base and find data sources or sets to fill
those gaps.

3. Acquire & Ingest Data Source(s)
•

Secure (purchase or obtain) data sets and onboard them into your environment

4. Develop Data Science Hypothesis(es) & Methods
•

Explore data sources using profiling, visualization, mining, or other methods to
understand data and then refine theory(ies) and define model algorithm inputs,
types, or test methods of analysis
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5. Integrate/Align Data For Analysis
•

Model feasibility depends on the quality and matching of the source data sets:
the higher quality/match of the data, the more likely the model will succeed.
Leveraging trusted and credible sources and applying appropriate data
integration and cleansing techniques can increase usefulness of data sets.

6. Explore Data Using Models

Exploration involves applying statistical analysis (models) and machine learning
(AI) algorithms against the integrated data. The model is constructed, evaluated
against training sets, and validated. Training the model is also critical to its
effectiveness. Training entails repeated runs of the model against actual data to
verify assumptions and make adjustments, such as identifying outliers.
• Through this process, hypotheses will be refined. Initial feasibility / viability
metrics can guide evolution of the model. New hypotheses may be introduced
that require additional data sets and results of this exploration will shape the
future modeling and outputs.
•

7. Deploy and Monitor
•

Those models that produce useful information can be deployed to production for
ongoing monitoring of value and effectiveness. Often times data science projects turn
into data warehousing projects where more vigorous development processes are put in
place (ETL, DQ, Master Data, etc.).
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Big Data Science Activities Revealed
1. Define Big Data Strategy & Business Need(s)
“Define business requirements that identify desired outcomes with measurable tangible
benefits”
• Start With An “Problem Statement” And / Or A Hypothesis
“Why are diaper sales down and in what markets or areas?”
•

2. Choose Data Source(s)
“Identify gaps in the current data asset base and find data sources or sets to fill the gaps.”
Determine What Data Would Be Needed To Understand Problem
External: US Census (Demographics), US Natality (birth rates), IRS, …
Internal: Sales (POS - RSI), Distribution (SAP), Trade (Promax), …

•
•

3. Acquire & Ingest Data Source(s)
•

“Secure (purchase or obtain) data sets and onboard them into your environment”

4. Develop Data Science Hypothesis(es) & Methods
“Explore data sources using profiling, visualization, mining, or other methods to understand
this data and then refine theory(ies) and define model algorithm inputs, types, or test
methods of analysis”
• Review the data to understand its value, composition and key relationships
“What data sets have what time intervals and how do they sync up together”
•

10
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This slide explains in a simpler and different way than the book, what goes into the
details behind the process steps found in the DAMA DMBoK.
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Big Data Science Activities Revealed #2
5. Integrate/Align Data For Analysis
•

Model feasibility depends on the quality and matching of the source data sets: the higher
quality/match of the data, the more likely the model will succeed. Leveraging trusted and
credible sources and applying appropriate data integration and cleansing techniques can
increase usefulness of data sets.

6. Explore Data Using Models
Exploration involves applying statistical analysis (models) and machine learning (AI)
algorithms against the integrated data. The model is constructed, evaluated against training
sets, and validated. Training the model is also critical to its effectiveness. Training entails
repeated runs of the model against actual data to verify assumptions and make
adjustments, such as identifying outliers and selecting different variables.
• Through this process, hypotheses will be refined. Initial feasibility / viability metrics can
guide evolution of the model. New hypotheses may be introduced that require additional
data sets and results of this exploration will shape the future modeling and outputs.
•

7. Deploy and Monitor
•

Those models that produce useful information can be deployed to production for ongoing
monitoring of value and effectiveness. Often times data science projects turn into data
warehousing projects where more vigorous development processes are put in place (ETL,
DQ, Master Data, etc.).
11
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This slide explains in a simpler and different way than the book, what goes into the
details behind the process steps found in the DAMA DMBoK.
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Big Data Science Toolsets & Techniques
Traditional Enterprise Business Intelligence, D/W & Analytics Process
•

.

Evolution of Process with MPP Technologies ( Hadoop, Pivotal, Teradata, IBM, …)

12
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As we can see traditional processes involve the use of structured data using ETL
(often with business rules applied to it) and many times into data-modeled
Enterprise Data Warehouses (EDW) and Data Marts that are designed to answer a
specific question (i.e.: “What were my sales last year, quarter, month and week).
Big Data (or Massively Parallel Processing {MPP} has a different process whereby
data of different types (structured, semi-structured and un-structured) is
assimilated into a data lake and is often reviewed in it’s native state (no business
rules applied to it). This data can be cleansed and then moved into EDWs, Data
Marts and moreover into other landing zones for analytics analysis.
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Potential Toolsets & Techniques (Global IDs)
DISCOVERY

CLASSIFY

PROFILING

SEMANTIC MATCHING
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GLOBAL DOMAIN MATCHING

13
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The Big Data ecosystem and toolsets begin with the need to find (discover), profile
(review), classify (quickly determine what type of information you are looking at –
ie: name, zip code, credit card, SSN, …) and then match (link together information
that is the same or derived from the same source) and then visualize the ecosystem.
The old methods of trying to keep track of information by hand collection would
require a literal army today. We use toolsets like Global ID’s to discovery, profile,
classify, and match so that we can quickly understand our enterprise information
assets and then go on to find outliers, cleanse the data and finally implement data
governance – or even demonstrate GDPR compliance.
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Potential Toolsets & Techniques
•

.

14
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The Big Data ecosystem and toolsets start mostly with a Hadoop versions (often
referred to as distributions like Apache, Cloudera, MS Azure, Pivotal editions, …)
or a variant of MPP technologies (Teradata, IBM Watson, etc.) and can take up a
whole page if you start to include all of the toolsets that are now available.
Remember, the tools are dependent upon the users and not the other way around…
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Potential Toolsets & Techniques
•

.
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Filling the entire screen with just the Hadoop ecosystem gives one an idea that the
toolsets abound (and this was back in 2016!) – it is up to the requirements and the
talents of your teams to determine which are the best toolsets to use.
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Toolsets & Techniques – Start With A Data PoC

This example, courtesy of Pivotal©, shows an example of the timeline
associated with a Proof of Concept (PoC) Big Data Science Project
16
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Setting expectations with your stakeholders is one of the most important thing you
can do when introducing a new technology that the business has no familiarity
with and may be uncomfortable in spending large amounts of monies in without
“seeing” it’s true benefits.
That is why this author suggests starting with a Proof of Concept project in Big
Data Science, usually teaming with a vendor who has experience in this space, in
order assist in finding a problem statement that is viable, help in getting the data
sets, in connecting the dots between those sets and then in delivery of a PoC data
science answer set that the user can see the value in.
In this pictorial above, courtesy of Pivotal, a “Lab 600 – Analytics Lab Project
Timeline” is show for a 6 week effort to show some type of results to users. Note
that along the project timeline, there are Reviews (Feature Review, Model Review,
Insights, …) – this keeps your stakeholders involved in the project and
psychologically both makes them invested in the outcome and a part of the process
(so they see the value as time goes on).
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Implementation Best Practices & Guidelines
•

Strategy Alignment
•

•

•

Aligning the business to a implementation plan is key to success

Readiness Assessment / Risk Assessment
•

Business Relevance

•

Business Readiness

•

Economic Viability

•

Prototype

Organization & Cultural Change
•

New roles and responsibilities are required to implement

•

These roles are in addition to the existing data management/BI roles
17
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The strategy should document goals, approach, and governance principles.
The ability to leverage Big Data requires building organizational skills and
capabilities. Use capability management to align business and IT initiatives
and project a roadmap.
Strategy deliverables should account for managing:
• Information Lifecycle
• Metadata
• Data Quality
• Data Acquisition
• Data Access and Security
• Data Governance
• Data Security
• Learning and Adoption
• Operations
As with any development project, implementation of a Big Data or Data
Science initiative should align with real business needs. Assess
organizational readiness in relation to critical success factors:
• Business Relevance: How well do the Big Data Science initiatives
and their corresponding use cases align with the company’s
(c) 2018 - Robert J. Abate (All Rights
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business? To succeed, they must strongly enforce a business function
or process.
• Business Readiness: Is the business partner prepared for a long-term
incremental delivery? Have they committed themselves to
establishing centers of excellence to sustain the product in future
releases? How broad is the average knowledge or skill gap within the
target community and can that be crossed within a single increment?
• Economic Viability: Has the proposed solution considered
conservatively the tangible and intangible benefits? Have the
ownership costs considered/explored the possibilities of buying or
leasing items versus building all from scratch?
• Prototype: Can this proposed solution be prototyped for a subset of
the end user community for a finite timeframe to demonstrate
proposed value? Big bang implementations can cause big dollar
impacts and a proving ground can mitigate these delivery risks.
Likely the most challenging decisions will be around data procurement, and
platform development, and resourcing.
• Many sources exist for digital data stores and not all need to be inhouse owned and operated. Some can be procured while others can
be leased.
• Multiple tools and techniques are on the market; matching to general
needs will be a challenge.
• Securing staff with specific skills in a timely manner and retaining
top talent during an implementation may require consideration of
alternatives including professional services, cloud sourcing or
collaborating.
• The time to build in house talent may well exceed the delivery
window.
Business must be fully engaged in order to realize benefits from the advanced
analytics. A communications and education program is required to effect this.
A center of excellence can provide training, start-up sets, design best practices,
data source tips and tricks and other point solutions or artifacts to help
empower business users towards a self-service model. In addition to
knowledge management, this center can provide timely communications
across the developer, designer, analyst, and data consumer communities.
As with DW/BI, a big data implementation will bring together of a number of
key cross-functional roles, including:
• Big Data Platform Architect: Hardware, operating systems,
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•

•
•

•

filesystem and services
Ingestion Architect: Data analysis, systems of record, data modeling,
and data mapping. Provides or supports mapping of sources to the
Hadoop cluster for query and analysis.
Metadata Specialist: Metadata interfaces, metadata architecture, and
contents.
Analytic Design Lead: end user analytic design, best practice
guidance implementation in related toolsets, and end user result set
facilitation
Data Scientist: provides architecture and model design consultation
based on theoretical knowledge of statistics and computability,
delivery on appropriate tools and technical application to functional
requirements
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New Implementation Best Practices & Guidelines
•

Always store an original copy of the data you will be using in it’s
raw form as you never know when you will have to reload

•

If you are trying to answer a question, be open to the data as it
may tell you something other than you were looking for

•

Consider that when bringing together differing data sets that
there will be challenges

•

•

They may have different time periods, or different metrics

•

There may be holes in your data requiring changing time periods

•

The sources may not be able to be reconciled together

Refining your code and algorithms to output to a visualization
that is usable and understandable is a talent similar to BI…
18
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These topics are in addition to the chapter publication and are from my personal
experience, and were not included when it printed.
Often times, data is loaded and run and we realized that we could not connect the
dot’s and have to remodel and reload, so it’s imperative that you keep copies of the
original data (in it’s raw or native form) so that reloading will be possible – I can
almost guarantee that you will reload a number of time before your analysis is
through.
A number of times, I have personally learned that data will “tell” a story, it may not
be the story you were looking for or for that matter wanted to hear, but pay
attention – it’s is telling you something!
When bringing together differing data sets consider that you will have to find the
connection between them. Census data is every four years and your sales data may
be daily. You may find that there are missing periods of time with respect to other
sources (I found one source had all stores but was missing detailed data during
certain periods, hence requiring shortening the original period assumption of 4
years to 2 and then havening to eliminate those data points that were missing from
the results – reload, reload, reload )
The final piece of the puzzle is making the output of your learning (usually a
visualization) is the key to acceptance by your stakeholders. You can find out the
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best actionable information every known but if the stakeholder doesn’t see the value
or coorelation with his business issue or problem statement, then you have an issue.
You may took to an article recently about “Data Translator” by Bernard Marr on
Linked-in, take a look at his perspective.
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New Data Science Best Practices & Guidelines
Business Question:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Algorithm:

How do I segment my clients?
Which trial is working better?
How can I predict fraudulent or
other negative events?
Is this user likely to be interested
in this ad?
Does this product appeal to some
segments more than others?
How do I do hyper-targeting of my
high-value frequent customers?
Which features of a campaign
result in user revisits?
Which campaigns have the best
return on investment?

• K-means clustering
• Mann-Whitney U Test
• Logistic regression
• Conjugate Gradient, SVM
• Log-likelihood
• Cohort analysis
• Linear regression
• Financial models
19
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These topics are in addition to the chapter publication and are from my personal
experience, and were not included when it printed.
I wanted to give the attendee’s an understanding of the many data science
algorithms and their usage in industries today. Here are example questions posed
by business people and the corresponding analytics technique that may be utilized
against the data sources to find answers…
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Implementation Case Study
Let’s look at a Real-World problem statement and how we
developed data science insights from this:
•

•

Part 1: Identify demographics that are associated with baby product
preference
•

Build profiles of the potential shoppers for each store using external data
sources

•

Identify the characteristics of the shopper that favors our products over
premium and lower tier products

Part 2: Identify groups of stores that behave similarly
•

Build features from POS and Market Share data and run a clustering
algorithm to identify stores that are similar in baby product consumption

•

Cross Validate with store metadata, demographics from external data

20
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Here we see the problem statement for a real-world implementation of a six week
PoC as previously described (courtesy of Pivotal) at a large consumer products
manufacturing firm (whose identity and sensitive data has been obfuscated).
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Implementation Case Study #2
Now that the problem statement was defined we needed to
identify the data sets that we thought would be applicable:
•

•

Internal Data
•

POS (RSI), Trade (Promax), A&CP (Mixer), Shipment (SAP/BW),

•

Syndicated Data (Nielson)

External Data:
•

CDC / NCHS (Natality) Dataset

•

IRS Tax Return Dataset

•

Bureau of Labor Statistics Dataset

•

Census Dataset Including Demographics

21
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Here we identify preliminarily the data sets that might have value in this Data
Science PoC or investigation into the data.
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Implementation Case Study #2A
Let’s look at what this data contained and demonstrated:

22
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By loading and then reviewing the data we saw practical uses for the information…
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Implementation Case Study #2B
Let’s look at the challenges we had in integrating the data:

23
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Along with the loading of over 3.6TB of data for this PoC, we see that the data itself
had challenges and limitations that had to be taken into consideration – like
matching, missing elements, etc.
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Implementation Case Study #3
Remember that when interconnecting data, you have to refine to what
values are consistent across all sources:

24
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Refining the data is a process of eliminating the data that does not provide details
required…
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Implementation Case Study #4
Now we needed select the “features” of the store data we thought would add value:

Feature Engineering:

25
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Features are numerical representations of the various attributes that describe
an entity – stores and geographies (counties) in this case. For example, we
can describe these KC customer stores using the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Type of store
Total CPG units sold
% CPG sales on promo
CPG shipment volume
Type and frequency of CPG trade promos

Feature Engineering transforms these descriptions into numeric columns in
the database for modeling.
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Implementation Case Study #5
Next We Selected A Data Science Algorithm To Apply (k-means):

26
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K-Means clustering was chosen as the analytical method to find grouping of data
points. This technique is used commonly in Big Data Science in order to
understand data that has many disparate points.
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Implementation Case Study #6
Here were some of the findings and results (obviously blinded):
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As you can see using k-Means clustering we were able to group together market
segments (consumers) along with clustering of the store groupings (retail outlets)
so that we could learn behavior through the data.
We can see one of the store groupings profiles (Walmart – a previous employer of
mine) which shows the information gleaned from this Data Science PoC.
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Big Data Governance
•

Governance is required
Sourcing
Sharing
• Metadata
• Enrichment
• Access
•
•

•

The process of moving (ETLT)
is really applying business rules
to the data – this modifies it!
•

•
•

Need to know where and how.

Data Lineage and Impact
Analysis is a requirement
Consider landing all sources
into a landing zone and then
applying rules (keep original)
28
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Big Data, like other data, requires governance. Sourcing, source analysis,
ingestion, enrichment and publishing processes require business as well as
technical controls, addressing such questions as:
• Sourcing: What to source, when to source, what is the best source of
data for particular study
• Sharing: What data sharing agreements and contracts to enter into,
terms and conditions both inside and outside the organization
• Metadata: What the data means on the source side, how to interpret
the results on the output side
• Enrichment: Whether to enrich the data, how to enrich the data,
and what the benefits will be to do so
• Access: What to publish and to whom, how and when
An enterprise view of data should drive decisions on data handling.

Data Governance of Big Data is just as important as in the enterprise as often results
have to be corroborated in order for the stakeholders to believe the presented
results. Be prepared to explain where the data came from, how it was modified or
cleansed and just as important what was not used. “Data Governance means
understanding and managing the people, process and technologies used with
regard to data” – Martha Dember (Industry Thought Leader in Data Governance).
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Best Practices In Data Loading (ETL/ELT)
ELT / ETL should consider an architecture that has at least the
following characteristics:
•

Modularity
•

•

Logging
•

•

Support counting of rows added

Lineage
•

•

Log retains values of steps taken (step-by-step)

Auditing
•

•

Join common operations and transformations into unique processes

Keep track of source records and keep originals

Keeping the Landing Area with History
•

In Big Data & Data Science, we often reload data over and over to find the best way to
analyze it, so keep a record of the load in a “Batch ID” so that you can delete the entire
batch in case a reload is required
29
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Big Data, like other data, requires loading and this process has a number of
best practices.
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Open Discussion – What Does The Future Hold?

Speaker Contact Information:

Robert J. Abate, CBIP, CDMP

Global IDs Corporation
VP & CDO Practice Leader

iPhone (770) 776 – 8744

robert.abate@globalids.com
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Thank you again for being a part of this presentation and feel free to reach out
should you require any additional information.
Also, feel free to reach out if your require the services of an expert in the field as a
consultant to you or your business – assisting you in messaging, mission, and
implementing Big Data & Data Science utilizing the Global IDs toolset.
Have a great day!
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